
Driver CertifiCate of
Professional ComPetenCe 
Booklet for drivers of  
bus, coach, and large  
goods vehicles.



What is driver cPc?
driver cPc is short for ‘driver certificate of Professional competence’. 
it is a new qualification that all bus, coach and lorry drivers will need to have 
and is being introduced across the european union to maintain high driving 
standards. 

Why is it being introduced?
The aims of driver cPc are to:

 •  improve road safety.
 •  recognise and accredit skills for professional bus, coach and lorry drivers.
 •  encourage drivers to continually update their skills and knowledge.
 •  raise the status of bus, coach and lorry drivers to promote driving  

as a career.
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When will it start?
for bus and coach drivers it is 10 september 2008 and for 
lorry drivers 10 september 2009.

Who is asking me to do this?

the Driver CPC is an eU requirement. the Driving standards 
agency (Dsa) is responsible for implementing it in Great
Britain and is working with transport industry representatives 
to ensure it is introduced successfully. 

how will it affect me?

if you are already a bus, coach or lorry driver, or you are 
thinking of becoming one, you will need to prepare yourself 
to take regular ‘periodic training’. 

i already hold a bus, coach or lorry 
driving licence. What will i need to do?

if you already hold a bus, coach or lorry driving licence on the 
start dates you will have ‘acquired rights’ for the following 5 
years and do not need to hold a CPC during that period. You 
will, however, need to start work towards getting your CPC, 
if you wish to continue driving beyond those 5 years. 
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What does the term ‘acquired rights’ 
mean?
‘acquired rights’ or grandfather rights as they are often known, is a 
term used when people who hold an existing qualification (for instance 
a vocational driving licence) do not have to re-qualify when new 
conditions are introduced. They are allowed to retain the rights they 
previously acquired. if you hold a full vocational licence before the cPc 
implementation dates, you will fall into this category.

What is ‘periodic training’?
‘Periodic training’ is regular training that will continue throughout your 
professional driving career to help you as a driver and to encourage 
safe driving for life. 

You will need to complete ‘periodic training’ 35 hours of every 5 years 
to retain your driver cPc.

There will be a range of courses available and training will be tailored  
to suit your individual needs to help you become an even better driver. 
The training is grouped under three headings: 
 
•  safe and fuel efficient driving (this may include vehicle loading, fuel  

consumption and pollution).
• legal requirements (rules for tacograph, drivers hours).
•  health and safety, service and logistics (including first aid, 
 Passenger safety, customer service).

only courses approved by the dsa and delivered by accredited training 
organisations will count towards your ‘periodic training’ which will 
enable you to obtain your driver cPc.
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What about new drivers?
anyone obtaining or applying for a lorry, bus or coach licence after the 
implementation dates will not have acquired rights. They will not be 
able to obtain their first driver cPc by taking their ‘periodic training’ on 
its own. They will have to take an initial driver cPc test before being 
able to drive professionally. This can be taken at the same time as the 
vocational driving test.

What is the initial cPc Test?
The initial driver cPc test is in two parts

• a driver cPc Theory Test (which lasts 4 hours in total with  
case studies).

• a driver cPc practical test (which lasts two hours and includes   
elements similar to the ‘show me, tell me’ part of the existing 

 practical driving test taken by all car drivers).
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What is the initial cPc Test? (continued)
The new test will enable drivers to gain a more in-depth and practical 
understanding of driving as a profession, and once the initial driver cPc 
test has been passed you will be entitled to a driver cPc and a vocational 
driving licence.

so once i have got my driver cPc, 
is that it?

no, a driver cPc lasts for five years. To qualify for a further driver cPc, 
you will need to complete 35 hours of ‘periodic training’. if the end date 
passes without you undertaking any such training, then your driver cPc 
will expire, and you could face legal charges if you continue to drive in a 
professional capacity.

can i ignore driver cPc and still drive 
professionally?

The simple answer is ‘no’ you cannot ignore driver cPc. if you are a bus, 
coach or lorry driver and you are not covered by any exemptions you will 
need to take action. •

•
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What are the exemptions?
You don’t need a Driver CPC if the vehicle you drive is 

•  not authorised to exceed 45 kph
•  Being used by or under the instructions of the armed forces,  

the police or a fire and rescue authority.
•  Undergoing road tests for technical development repair or  

for maintenance purposes.
•  Being used in a state of emergency as part of a rescue mission.
•  Being used for driving lessons for either driving licence or  

Driver CPC purposes.
•  not being used to carry passengers or goods for  

commercial purposes.
•  Carrying materials or equipment for your work and that work  

is not professional bus, coach or lorry driving.

How will i take all this in?

there is no need to take any major action at the present time. the 
purpose of this guide is to tell you what Driver CPC is and that it is 
coming. more detailed information will be produced by Dsa in time 
to help you understand Driver CPC and how it will affect you and 
your circumstances.
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how can i find out more?
Keep your eyes and ears open for any coverage of driver cPc on the radio,  
Tv and in the press. You can also contact dsa on

www.transportoffice.gov.uk/cpc, or 
e-mail to drivercpc@dsa.gsi.gov.uk, or
telephone 0115 9015879 
or for more detailed information write to us at:
Driving standards agency
Driver CPC 
stanley House
56 talbot street
nottingham
nG1 5GU

 


